
Parenting in the Digital 
World Seminar
2 hours 
Based on Clay Cranford's 
acclaimed book, Parenting in the 
Digital World, this 2-hour cyber 
safety seminar will prepare parents 
to effectively supervise their 
children on social media sites, 
protect them from online threats, 
and bring technological balance 
back to their homes. 

Cyber Safety Assembly for 
Students
40 minutes 
This engaging presentation for 
students 5th to 12th grade can be 
taught in a classroom or in a 
gymnasium to hundreds of 
students. The program focuses on 
making good choices online, the 
importance of a positive Digital 
Reputation, and the long-term 
impact of cyberbullying can have 
on their lives. 

Understanding & Preventing School Violence
90 minutes 
This seminar will answer the questions parents have about making their 
school safe from violence. Parents will learn how to identify the warning 
signs a person is on a path to violence, and what parents, schools, and law 
enforcement can do to prevent violence from occurring in our schools. 

Parenting in the Digital 
VAPING World Seminar
1.5 hours 
Vaping and marijuana are big 
business and children are the 
target. Drug culture is perpetuated 
by social media as well as easy 
online access. This class exposes 
the truth about this fast growing 
trend and what parents can do to 
help their children stay vape and 
drug free. Suitable for students  
and parents to attend together.

what attendees are saying

The best parent night we have had in my 29 
years as an educator.

- Michelle Wrenn Benham, 
Middle School Principal

Every parent should be required to attend his 
presentation! I learned so much in the 2 hours 
there and walked away feeling more informed 
and confident in having a solid game plan to 
protect my kids.

 - Nani L.    

Great tools! Passionate about keeping our kids 
safe and helping parents navigate the digital 
world. Keep up the good work!

 - Sarah T.

Such an amazing presentation! Thank you so 
much! I took so many notes my hand and 
brain hurt. Very eye opening for us as parents. 
EVERYONE who has kids should see this 
presentation or buy the book!

- Shannon N.
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Clay cranford, owner
Clay Cranford is a law enforcement professional and a Sergeant for an 
Southern California agency. He has served as a member of the School Threat 
Assessment Team and Crisis Negotiation Team in Orange County. As a juvenile 
investigator, he has investigated threats, weapon possession, and violent 
crimes in schools though out Orange County. Clay is a nationally recognized 
expert on Social Media and author of, “Parenting in the Digital World.” 

Clay has more than 20 years of teaching experience and regularly speaks 
across the United States. In 2015, Clay was awarded the National Anti-Bullying 
Prevention Award. Clay is married and a parent to two teenaged boys who 
love technology.

professional staff training

Social Media Investigations: 
Threats and Solutions
1 day
This class provides an in-depth look 
at how teens use social networking 
platforms. This course will also 
explore the unique threats that exist 
online: cyberbullying, 
impersonation, identity theft, 
sexting, sexual predators, human 
trafficking, pornography, and other 
high-risk behaviors. Online open 
source intelligence resources will 
be covered.

Behavioral Threat 
Assessment & Management
1 day 
Attendees will learn a threat 
assessment-intervention model 
that can be used by educators, 
law enforcement officers, mental 
health professionals, and others 
involved in workplace safety. It 
outlines a procedure for evaluating 
threats and a person of concern 
with a plan to manage the 
subject.

Active Shooter Prevention 
and Response
2 to 4 hours 
This class will train your staff 
members how to identify the 
warning signs an individual is on a 
path to violence, stopping the 
violent act before it begins. This 
training includes methods for staff 
members to remain vigilant and 
prepared for an active threat, 
intervention strategies, and how to 
react to an active shooter event. 

Parenting in the Digital World 
Paperback book
Parenting in the Digital World is the definitive book on cyber safety 
for families. Clayton Cranford, the nation's leading law 
enforcement educator on social media and online safety, walks 
parents step-by-step through difficult topics and leads families to a 
safer digital world. Internet, social networking apps, screen time, 
pornography, mobile devices, and game consoles are covered. 
Bulk pricing available. Available in Spanish.
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